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The apex court has repeatedly called atten-
tion to the failures in protecting the Taj Mahal 
known for its architectural marvels – intricate 

lattice structures and designs from various 
forms of pollution. 

- It is a mausoleum of white marble built by 
the Mughal emperor Shahjahan in memory 

of his wife Mumtaz Mahal.
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GS1

Arts and Culture 

ARCHITECTURAL GRANDEUR – 
TAJ MAHAL

Source: Indian Express, BBC

Context: 
The apex court has repeatedly called attention to the 
failures in protecting the Taj Mahal known for its ar-
chitectural marvels – intricate lattice structures and 
designs from various forms of pollution.

About Taj Mahal:
• The Taj Mahal is a mausoleum of white mar-

ble built by the Mughal emperor, Shahjahan in 
memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal. It stands on 
the banks of the river Yamuna.

• It is also a brilliant representation of the pinna-
cle of Mughal architecture and grandeur.

• The construction of the Taj Mahal was com-
pleted within a period of 17 years from 1631 to 
1648 AD.

Feature:
The Taj Mahal is a perfect symmetrical planned build-
ing, with an emphasis of bilateral symmetry along a 
central axis on which the main features are placed. The 
building material used is brick-in-lime mortar veneered 
with red sandstone and marble and inlay work of pre-
cious/semi-precious stones.

The Taj Trapezium Zone case and increasing 
pollution

• SC in M.C. Mehta case (1996): In order to pro-
tect the monument from pollution, the central 
government had demarcated an area of 10,400 
sq km around the Taj, called the Taj Trapezium 
Zone (TTZ).

• It also directed the 292 industries operating in 
the zone to switch to natural gas as an industri-

al fuel or relocate from their area.
• In 2010, a report submitted by the National 

Environmental Engineering Research Institute 
(NEERI) found that despite various government 
schemes to reduce pollution in the TTZ area, the 
iconic Taj Mahal continued to face a threat from 
water and air pollution.

Damage caused by insects
In a Report on Insect Activities at Taj Mahal and Oth-
er Monuments of Agra’, Mehta stated that green and 
black patches had developed on the marble facade due 
to the presence of a specific type of insects, mainly on 
the northern side of the Taj Mahal.

Additional Information: 
About Jaali Works (from BBC)

The term jaali, meaning net, is used in Central and 
South Asia. Cut from marble or red sandstone in or-
namental patterns, jaali was a distinct architectural 
feature in India between the 16th and 18th Centuries 
(including the Taj Mahal). 

Now, in their search for sustainable cooling solutions, 
architects are reviving this ancient design to construct 
comfortable, low-carbon buildings.

Jaali’s cooling feature relies on the Venturi effect in a 
similar way to an air conditioning unit. “When air pass-
es through holes, it picks up velocity and penetrates 
afar. Due to the small apertures, the air gets com-
pressed and when released it gets cooler,”.

https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-climate/how-pollution-insects-are-threatening-taj-mahal-and-what-supreme-court-has-said-8176610/
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20220920-how-indias-lattice-buildings-cool-without-air-con
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20220920-how-indias-lattice-buildings-cool-without-air-con
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The Hawa Mahal, or “Wind Palace”, built in 1799 by 
Rajput rulers in Jaipur, has 953 windows with lattice 
screens designed to let in a gentle breeze.

Insta Links: 
Indo-Islamic Architecture

Mains Link:
Q. Discuss the architectural and cultural significance of 
the Taj Mahal. 10M

Geography

HURRICANES ARE GETTING 
STRONGER

GS1
Syllabus: Geography- a geophysical phenomenon

Source: Indian Express

Context: 
Hurricane Ian has hit Cuba and Florida. As Earth’s cli-
mate warms, more storms are undergoing rapid inten-
sification, growing quickly from relatively weak tropical 
storms in under 24 hours, sometimes stunning forecast-
ers and giving residents little time to prepare.

How climate change can rapidly intensify trop-
ical storms:

• Warming oceans fuel higher winds: More than 
90% of the excess heat from human-caused 

global warming over the past 50 years has been 
absorbed by the oceans. 

• Winds intensify more rapidly: Hurricanes have 
undergone rapid intensification. 
	Rapid intensification technically refers 

to an increase of at least 30 knots, or 35 
mph, in the maximum sustained winds 
over a 24-hour period. 

• Weak Vertical wind shear: Vertical wind shear 
is the measure of how much the wind changes 
in speed or direction at increasing heights in the 
atmosphere. 
	Strong vertical wind shear can inhibit 

the development of hurricanes by tilt-
ing the structure of a storm and by forc-
ing cool, dry air into its core. 

Weather Forecasting: 
The top weather body in India, the Indian Meteorology 
Department (IMD) is tasked with identifying and issuing 
warnings for adverse weather events, relying on a sys-
tem of colour-coded weather warnings to do so.

https://www.insightsonindia.com/indian-heritage-culture/architecture/indo-islamic-architecture/
https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-climate/hurricane-ian-climate-change-tropical-storm-explained-8174996/
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The IMD’s four colour codes are:
• Green (pre-cyclone watch): This code means 

that “all is well”, there is no likelihood of any 
adverse weather-related and there are no advi-
sories issued.

• Yellow (cyclone alert): The colour yellow signals 
authorities to “be aware” or on their guard, 
with the likelihood of severely bad weather that 
could last several days at a stretch, while also 
suggesting that the weather could take a turn 
for the worse and upset daily activities.

• Orange (Cyclone warning): Meaning “Be pre-
pared”, the IMD issues the orange alert as a 
warning for extremely bad weather, electricity 
blackouts and the possibility of communication 
disruptions, including road and rail closures.

• Red (during or post-landfall outlook): The IMD 
issues the highest level of warning—indicating 
authorities should “take action”—only when it 
is guaranteed that bad weather is going to up-

end travel and power and pose a significant risk 
to life.

• These warnings are based on ‘the probability of 
occurrences and ‘impact assessment’. 

Mains Link
Q. Discuss the meaning of colour-coded weather 
warnings for cyclone-prone areas given by the India’s 
Meteorological department. (Answer in 150 words) 
(UPSC Mains 2022)

HOLISTIC WATER MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM- NEED OF THE HOUR

Source: DTE

Context: 
With the rapid growth of cities, water demand has ex-
ponentially increased. Thus, water management needs 
to undergo a revolution to ensure most urban areas 
can be self-sufficient in the future. 

Need for ‘Integrated urban water manage-
ment system’ for reliable supply

• Integrated urban water management system 
(IUWM) is a process, which ensures water sup-
ply, used water management, sanitation and 
stormwater management can be planned in 
line with economic development and land use. 

• This holistic process makes coordination among 
water departments easier at the local level. It 
also helps cities adapt to climate changes and 
manage water supply more efficiently. 

• Approaches to successful urban water manage-
ment

• Collaborative action: When there is clear coor-
dination between all the stakeholders, it is eas-
ier to define priorities, take action, implement 
changes and take accountability.

• Shift in perception of water: It is essential to 
understand how water is inseparable in its con-
nection to economic development, city infra-
structure and land use.

• Understanding water as a resource: Water is re-
source for various end goals thus it will be easier 
to treat different kinds of water based on agri-

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/blog/urbanisation/a-holistic-water-management-system-in-urban-areas-for-a-sustainable-future-85214
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cultural, industrial and environmental purposes.
• Customized solutions for different cities: IUWM 

focuses on specific contexts and local require-
ments, it prioritizes a rights-based solution ap-
proach over one-size-fits-all approach.

Water for all
• Integrated policies can help secure sustainable 

development and ensure there is innovation, 
efficiency and sustainability at every level. 

• IUWM has proven to be a successful practice, 
but budget constraints, inadequate guidance 
from authorities and lack of awareness have 
limited the implementation of this solution. 

• The Centre has started initiatives by implement-
ing the Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) for inclu-
sive sanitation solutions and Jal Jeevan Mission 
for ensuring piped water supply. 

• The government has also allowed reuse of wa-
ter based on circular economy principles. 

• ‘One Water Approach’ have been insisted by 
experts to utilize water as a resource. 

Insta Links:
Water Management In India

Mains Link:
Q. Do you think there is urgent need for water man-
agement in India to undergo a revolution. Substanti-
ate your arguments. 10M

GS2
Polity

THE DRAFT TELECOMMUNICA-
TION BILL, 2022

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
The Ministry of Communications released a draft of 
the Indian Telecommunication Bill, 2022 for public 
comments.

The three main legislations that occupy this 
domain:

• Indian Telegraph Act, 1885
• Indian Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1933
• Telegraph Wires (Unlawful) Possession Act, 

1950

What is the draft Indian Telecommunication 
Bill, 2022?

• Update the extant regulatory framework: The 
draft is to update the extant regulatory frame-
work in keeping with the advancements and 
challenges in the sector.

• Repeal legislations: It looks to repeal three  leg-
islations and “restructure the legal and regula-
tory framework” for the telecommunications 
sector.

• Enabling the government to order suspension 
of internet power: 
	Currently, suspension of internet ser-

vices is ordered under the Temporary 
Suspension of Telecom Services (Pub-
lic Emergency and Public Safety) Rules, 
2017.

• Telecom Service Provider to exploit its spec-
trum resource fully: By enabling sharing, trad-
ing, leasing, surrendering or returning unuti-
lised spectrum. 

• Simplifies: The Bill also simplifies the process 
for restructuring, merging or demerging.

• Land owned by a public entity: It mandates that 
land owned by a public entity should be avail-

https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/08/09/water-management-in-india/
https://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/explained-the-draft-telecommunication-bill-2022/article65952169.ece/amp/
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able expeditiously unless there is an express 
ground of refusal.

• Universal Service Obligation Fund: It allows this 
fund to be utilized for other purposes such as 
urban areas connectivity, research etc.

Over-the-top (OTT) communication services:
• It refers to services that provide real time per-

son-to-person telecommunication services. 
E.g., Messaging platforms like WhatsApp, Tele-
gram, Signal, Messenger, Duo, Google Meet etc.

How does the draft affect over-the-top com-
munication services?

• OTT telecommunication services may be sub-
ject to the same licensing conditions as TSPs: 
The current draft of the Bill expands the defini-
tion of “telecommunication services” to include 
OTT communication services.

Consumer protection measures in the draft 
Bill:

• The identity of the person communicating 
through telecommunication services shall be 
available to the user receiving such communi-
cation.
	The name of the person would also be 

displayed along with phone no.
• To ensure that a user provides correct details: 

Penalizes providing wrong identification details 
with a ₹50,000 fine and suspending the oper-
ation of the specific mobile number or barring 
the person from using the telecom service for a 
certain duration.

• Consent of subscribers: Commercial communi-
cations which are advertising and promotional 
in nature should be made only with the prior 
consent of a subscriber.

How does the draft Bill impact the position of 
the TRAI?

• It reduces TRAI to Recommendatory body from 
a regulatory body.

• No recommendations for licenses: The gov-
ernment would no longer be required to seek 
recommendations from the TRAI before issuing 
licenses.

• No Requisition of information: It removes the 
power of the TRAI to requisition from the gov-
ernment information or documents that are 
necessary to make such recommendations. 

• No Reconsideration: Department of Telecom-
munications (DoT) will no longer be required to 
refer back to TRAI the recommendations for re-
consideration.

Insta Links:
Net Neutrality 
TRAI

Mains Links:
Q. What is the CyberDome Project? Explain how it can 
be useful in controlling internet crimes in India.(UPSC 
2019)

Prelims Links:
Q. In India, which of the following reviews the inde-
pendent regulators in sectors like telecommunica-
tions, insurance, electricity, etc.? (UPSC 2019)

1. Ad Hoc Committees set up by the Parliament
2. Parliamentary Department Related Standing 

Committees
3. Finance Commission
4. Financial Sector Legislative Reforms Commis-

sion
5. NITI Aayog

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a) 1 and 2 
(b) 1, 3 and 4 
(c) 3, 4 and 5 
(d) 2 and 5

Ans: (a)

Justification:
• In India, 24 Department Related Standing Com-

mittees are Ministry specific, and may review 
the working of regulators within their respective 
departments. 
	For example, in 2012, the Standing 

Committee on Energy presented a re-
port on the functioning of the ‘Central 
Electricity Regulatory Commission.

• Ad Hoc Committees set up by the Parliament 
may examine the working of regulators. 

• Role of the Finance Commission and NITI Aayog 

https://www.insightsonindia.com/science-technology/communication-and-it-technology/net-neutrality/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2020/05/30/telecom-regulator-moots-national-numbering-plan/
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is advisory in nature and they do not review in-
dependent regulators. 

• The Financial Sector Legislative Reforms Com-
mission (FSLRC) comprehensively reviews and 
redraws the legislations governing India’s finan-
cial system. 
	It has no role in reviewing the indepen-

dent regulators.

Social Justice

INDIA INC. NEEDS A NEURODI-
VERSE WORKPLACE

GS 2

Source: The Hindu 

Context: 
In the last few years, “inclusion” and “diversity” have 
assumed importance in most organizations.

What is neurodiversity?
• Neurodiversity is a notion that every person in-

teracts and experiences their surroundings dif-
ferently.

• It includes people with neurodivergent condi-
tions such as: Attention-deficit disorder, Autism 
spectrum disorders, Dyslexia, Dyspraxia, Dyscal-
culia, and Asperger’s Syndrome

Status of neurological and developmental dis-
order:

• Autistic: Nearly 2 million people in India suffer 
from this neurological and developmental disor-
der and are therefore identified as autistic.

• Deloitte study: It estimates that nearly 20% of 
the world is neurodiverse.

Benefits of embracing neurodiversity:
• Competitive edge: Organizations embracing 

neurodiversity enjoy a competitive edge in sev-
eral areas such as efficiency, creativity, and cul-
ture.

• A 2019 McKinsey study: Companies with gen-
der diversity were 25% more likely to have 
above-average profitability

• It states that diverse teams perform better, 
boosts leadership integrity, heighten trust in the 
organization’s management and multiply reve-
nue growth.

• JPMorgan Chase study: It shows that profes-
sionals in its ‘Autism at Work’ initiative made 
fewer errors and were 90% to 140% more pro-
ductive than neurotypical employees.

• University of Montreal study (test for com-
pleting a visual pattern): People on the autism 
spectrum (developmental disability caused by 
differences in the brain) could finish their task 
40% faster than those who were not on the 
spectrum.

• People with dyslexia: They can think about ob-
jects in three dimensions and analyze such ob-
jects even with limited information.

Way forward:
• Cooperative workplace: Human resources and 

leadership teams must work together to ensure 
that the workplace is cooperative toward neu-
rodiverse individuals.

• Assistance to specially-abled individuals: The 
process of building an inclusive culture includes:
	Customizing interviews
	Ensuring day-to-day assistance for 

these specially-abled individuals
	Providing proper infrastructure.

• Conductive conditions: Organizations must not 
only remove barriers that obstruct the progress 
of such individuals but also create conducive 
conditions for them to achieve their true poten-
tial.

• Mentorship programme and Professional train-
ing: On shared social and communication skills.

• Creating the right environment: That requires 
openness and a will to change on the employ-
er’s part.

Insta Links:
•	 New trends in work culture
•	 Rights of Persons with  Disabilities Act, 2016

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/india-inc-needs-a-neurodiverse-workplace/article65934592.ece/amp/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/09/22/new-trends-in-work-culture/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/09/19/sansad-tv-75-years-laws-that-shaped-india-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities-act-2016/
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Mains Links:
Q. Do the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016 
ensure effective mechanisms for empowerment and 
inclusion of the intended beneficiaries in society? Dis-
cuss. (UPSC 2017) (Similar Qn also asked in this year’s 
Mains)

International Relations

ENERGIZING INDIA-NEPAL TIES

Source: The Hindu 

Context: 
The Investment Board Nepal signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MoU) with India’s National Hydro-
electric Power Corporation (NHPC) Limited to develop 
the West Seti and Seti River (SR6) projects — a total of 
1,200 MW.

             

Background:
In an MoU in 2012, China’s Three Gorges International 
Corporation was assigned to develop the project, but 
it withdrew in 2018, citing issues of resettlement and 
rehabilitation. China withdrew from the Seti project 
before Nepal decided to grant the project to India

Other Projects involving India in Nepal:
● Mahakali Treaty (6,480 MW)
● Upper Karnali Project (900 MW) 
● Arun Three projects (900 MW) 

Benefit of this project for India:
• Minimize the geopolitical influence of China

	The West Seti Hydroelectric Project was 
a major Chinese venture under the Belt 
and Road Initiative.

• Enhance Cross-border exchange: The project 
has the potential to enhance cross-border pow-
er exchanges between the two countries.

• Address the growing energy demand: The West 
Seti Hydroelectric Project can provide an add-
ed alternative and viable way to address power 
deficits.

Steps needed for its success:
• Address Investment-related constraints: Geo-

politics influencing investment environment, 
cost of distribution and transmission network 
and that of resettlement and rehabilitation.

Benefit for Nepal
• Concession for electricity rates and supply 

from India: Percentage share of energy that Ne-
pal will receive free of cost from the generation 
projects have been raised to 21.9 % from 10%.

• Domestic demand of Nepal: The MoU allows 
Nepal to request the NHPC to sell the power 
generated from the projects to the domestic 
market before selling whole or part to the ex-
port market.

• BBIN energy cooperation: The project can also 
be extended to other regional partners under 
the Bangladesh-Bhutan-India-Nepal (BBIN) 
framework for cross-border energy coopera-
tion.

Insta Links:
India-Nepal ties
India and Nepal Border Dispute
west Seti Power Project

Mains Links:
Q. The long-sustained image of India as a leader of the 
oppressed and marginalized Nations has disappeared 
on account of its newfound role in the emerging global 
order” Elaborate. (UPSC 2019)

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/energising-india-nepal-ties-the-hydropower-way/article65943114.ece/amp/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/international-relations/india-and-its-neighborhood/india-nepal-relations/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/05/06/224212/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/06/20/what-west-seti-power-project-can-mean-for-india-nepal-ties/
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REDISCOVERING THE BAY OF 
BENGAL

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
The Bay of Bengal is experiencing an increase in 
geo-economic, geopolitical, and geo-cultural activity.

       

Importance of Bay of Bengal:
• Commerce hub: It is a major commerce hub for 

the Indian Ocean.
• Connects east to west: It creates a conduit be-

tween the East and the West in terms of trade 
and culture.

• Key sea lanes of communication: They are life-
lines for global economic security.
	Sea lanes are crucial to the energy se-

curity that powers the economies of 
many countries in the region.

• Regional cooperation: It provides an opportuni-
ty for greater regional cooperation in the envi-
ronmentally friendly exploration of marine and 
energy resources. 

• Biodiversity: The Bay has a biodiverse marine 
environment.

• Home to many rare and endangered marine 
species and mangroves: which are essential to 
the survival of the ecology and the fishing sec-
tor.

Current Issues:
• Bay’s ecosystem: It is going through an unprec-

edented crisis brought on by widespread envi-
ronmental exploitation and geopolitical unrest.

• Climate change and other problems: Problems 
such as population growth, altered land use, ex-
cessive resource exploitation, salinization, sea 
level rise, and climate change are exerting sig-
nificant strain on the Bay’s environment. 

• Operational discharge: From small and medium 
feeder ships, shipping collisions, unintentional 
oil spills, industrial waste, pollution

• Non-biodegradable plastic litter: The accumu-
lation of non-biodegradable plastic litter are all 
contributing to the deterioration of the Bay. 

• Threat to mangroves: The mangrove trees that 
protect the shore from the fury of nature are 
under more threat than ever.

Way forward:
• Sustainable development of the region: For a 

better knowledge of challenges, and strategies 
and for the sustainable development of the re-
gion, more focused and interdisciplinary study is 
required on these issues. 
	Example foundation of CBS

• Nautical neighbors develop a partnership and 
cooperate: It is essential for the maritime do-
main’s interrelated and interdependent nature, 
transnational character, and cross-jurisdictional 
engagement.

• Expanding cooperation in maritime safety and 
security: By enhancing cooperation on maritime 
connectivity and the ease of maritime transit, 
and boosting investment possibilities in the 
maritime connectivity sector need immediate 
attention. 

• Littoral governments: They need to support and 
promote skill-building, research, and training. 

• Mobilize incentives and investments:  To man-
age oceanic affairs more effectively, and support 
people as they switch to alternative lifestyles.

Insta Links:
BIMSTEC
Bridging the bay in quest of a stronger BIMSTEC

Mains Links:

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/rediscovering-the-bay-of-bengal/article65946257.ece/amp/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/international-relations/india-and-its-neighborhood/india-and-south-asia-regional-co-operation/bimstec/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/04/01/insights-into-editorial-bridging-the-bay-in-quest-of-a-stronger-bimstec/
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Q.Project ‘Mausam’ is considered a unique foreign 
policy initiative of the Indian Government to improve 
relationships with its neighbours. Does the project 
have a strategic dimension? Discuss. (UPSC 2015)

Prelims Links:
Q. Which of the following is/are members of BIMS-
TEC?

1. Sri Lanka 
2. Bangladesh 
3. Bhutan
4. Maldives 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
(a) 1, 2 and 3 only 
(b) 1 and 4 only 
(c) 2, 3 and 4 only 
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

Ans: (a)

Justification:
Refer to image above 

UN SUMMIT: INDIA’S REFORMED 
MULTILATERALISM

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
77th UN General Assembly took place. 

Theme of this year’s summit: “A watershed moment: 
Transformative Solutions to Interlocking Challenges”.

India’s stand on UNSC:
• Reformed multilateralism: India’s called for 

structural overhaul of the UNSC and that it must 
incorporate institutional accountability.

• Wider representation of the developing coun-
tries: Growing stakes of developing countries in 
the Security Council could foster trust and lead-
ership across the world.

The UN’s fault lines:
• Unable to prevent wars: UN-led multilateralism 

has been unable to provide strong mechanisms 
to prevent wars.

• China’s rise and aggression have also under-
scored the limitations of UN-style multilateral-
ism: Through its actions in the South China Sea, 
the Indo-Pacific region etc.

Impact of weak UN:
• China’s growing dominance could lead it to carve 

its own multilateral strategies circumventing 
the West, economically and strategically.

• A divided world and at war with itself. 

Steps taken by India for Reforms in UN:
• G4: Ministerial meeting of the G4 (Brazil, India, 

Germany and Japan).
• L.69: Meeting of the Indian delegation with the 

L.69 Group (membership spread over Asia, Af-
rica, Latin America, Caribbean and Small Island 
Developing States)

India’s engagements on the sidelines of the 
UN:

• Quad: Minister’s participation in plurilateral 
meetings.

• IBSA (India, Brazil and South Africa)
• BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Af-

rica)
• Presidency Pro Tempore CELAC (Community of 

Latin American and the Caribbean States)
• India-CARICOM (Caribbean Community) 

Conclusion:
Because of the Russia-Ukraine war and lingering pan-
demic-induced restrictions, the need for the UN’s re-
form is likely to be felt more palpably than ever before. 
At a challenging time for the world order, India contin-
ues to affirm its commitment to “diplomacy and the 
need for international cooperation”.

Insta Links:
Also read: 24th Sep CA: G4 countries highlighted the 
‘urgent need’ for reform in the UN Security Council
UNSC
UNGA

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-ground-plan-for-indias-reformed-multilateralism/article65935206.ece/amp/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/09/24/mission-2023-insights-daily-current-affairs-pib-summary-24-september-2022/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/09/24/mission-2023-insights-daily-current-affairs-pib-summary-24-september-2022/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2021/10/04/united-nations-security-council/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2021/06/03/unga-head/
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Mains Links:
Q. Critically examine the role of WHO in providing 
global health security during the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
(UPSC 2020)

SCO SUMMIT AT SAMARKAND

GS paper 2
Source: The Hindu

Context: 
Recently concluded SCO summit in the historic city of 
Samarkand (Uzbekistan Capital) talked about the ideal 
world order.

      

Position of countries during the Summit:
• Russia: It was clearly on trial for its invasion of 

Ukraine.
• China: It was vulnerable because of the deal 

with Russia on Taiwan in return for a pledge to 
support Russia in its war with Ukraine.

India’s Stand:
• Now is not an era of war: India bluntly told Rus-

sia that this was not the time for war and that 
the war must stop.

• Diplomacy and democracy: It was the only 
country to demand a cessation of all hostilities 
and want diplomacy and democracy.
	Other issues discussed by India: Oil cri-

sis, Looming food scarcity, Disruption of 
supply chains, Transit trade access

• On Pakistan: Pakistan should give India transit 

trade access by land to Afghanistan and Central 
Asia.

Conclusion:
• Protecting India’s interests: The Quad may well 

be the forum that will enable India to protect its 
interests in the Indo-Pacific, and the SCO may 
have been a dress rehearsal for what may even-
tually emerge.

• Bilateral relations: India should concentrate on 
bilateral relations with democratic nations to 
build a pole for itself in the new world order.

• The ripples of Samarkand in the United Nations 
General Assembly: Both the U.S. and Russia de-
clared for the first time that they would favour 
an expansion of the UNSC to make it more ef-
fective.

The U.S’s stand at present: 
• Center stage: It seems to have chosen demo-

cratic countries to be at the center stage.
• Modernize Pakistani air force: The U.S.’s deci-

sion to modernize the Pakistani air force may be 
to preempt Pakistan from becoming a closer ally 
of China.

Insta Links:
SCO
Positioning India in a chaotic world
UNSC reforms

Mains Links:
Q.  Critically examine the aims and objectives of SCO. 
What importance does it hold for India? (UPSC 2021)

Prelims Links:

Q. Which of the following is/are observer members of 
SCO?

1. Afghanistan 
2. Mongolia
3. Armenia
4. Turkmenistan 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
(a) 1, 2 and 3 only 
(b) 1 and 2 only 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/samarkand-a-miniature-of-an-emerging-world/article65938015.ece/amp/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/07/20/editorial-analysis-the-shanghai-cooperation-organization-and-its-stature-in-the-modern-world/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/09/21/editorial-analysis-positioning-india-in-a-chaotic-world/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/09/26/unsc-summit-a-ground-plan-for-indias-reformed-multilateralism/
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(c) 2, 3 and 4 only 
(d) 1, 3 and 4 only 

Ans: (b)

Justification: Refer to the image above

GS3
Economy

A PUSH FOR THE SEMICONDUC-
TOR INDUSTRY

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
In a bid to make India’s $10 billion chip-making initia-
tive more attractive to investors, the government ap-
proved changes to the scheme for the development of 
a semiconductor and display manufacturing ecosystem 
in the country.

What are semiconductors?
A semiconductor is a substance that has specific elec-
trical properties that enable it to serve as a foundation 
for computers and other electronic devices.

Importance:
• It is the building block of almost every modern 

electronic device from smartphones to connect-
ed devices in the Internet of Things (IoT). 

• The global semiconductor industry is currently 
valued at $500-$600 billion and caters to the 
global electronics industry currently valued at 
about $3 trillion.

Significance of Semiconductor Chips:
They are the basic building blocks that serve as the 
heart and brain of all modern electronics and informa-
tion and communications technology products.

• These chips are now an integral part of contem-
porary automobiles, household gadgets and es-
sential medical devices such as ECG machines.

Components of semiconductor chip: The basic compo-
nent of a semiconductor chip is silicon, which is etched 
with billions of microscopic transistors to control the 
flow of current.

• The most-advanced semiconductor technology 
nodes are available today are the 3 nanometre 
(nm) and the 5nm ones. Semiconductors hav-
ing higher nanometre value are applied in auto-
mobiles, consumer electronics and so on, while 
those with lower values are used in devices such 
as smartphones and laptops.

Issues with the Semiconductor chipmaking in-
dustry:

• Shortage of chips: Due to Pandemic induced 
closure of factories, US-China tension in Taiwan, 
the Russia-Ukraine war disrupting the Supply 
chain, and rising demand. 

• The chip-making industry is a highly-concen-
trated one:  90% of 5nm (nanometer) chips are 
mass-produced in Taiwan, by the Taiwan Semi-
conductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC). 

So, governments all over the world are trying to create 
their domestic chip-making industry.

Indian Government steps: 
• 2021: US $10-billion production-linked incen-

tive (PLI) scheme to encourage semiconductor 
and display manufacturing in the country. 

• Fiscal support for a design-linked initiative 
(DLI) scheme to drive global and domestic in-
vestment related to design software, IP rights 
etc. 

• Modifications in “Programme for Develop-
ment of Semiconductors and Display Manufac-
turing Ecosystem in India: The Union Cabinet 
has approved a uniform incentive of 50% of 
the project cost for setting up semiconductor, 
display and compound semiconductor 
fabrication units.

• India Semiconductor Mission (ISM)
• Scheme for setting up of Compound Semi-

conductors facilities
• Vedanta and Taiwanese chipmaker Foxconn 

will set up a ₹1,54,000 crore semiconductor 
plant in Gujarat. 
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What are the challenges?
1. High Investments Required: one semicon-

ductor fab requires an investment of anywhere 
between $3 and $7 billion

2. Minimal Fiscal Support from Government.
3. Lack of Fab Capacities.
4. Insufficient Grants under PLI Scheme.
5. Chip production is a resource-intensive and ex-

pensive process
6. Chip-making also requires gallons of ultrapure 

water in a single day

Insta Links
India’s semiconductor dream

Mains Links
Q. Given its scientific and strategic significance, India 
needs to be far more ambitious in creating a domes-
tic semiconductor industry on a war footing. Discuss. 
(250 Words)

Prelims Links
Q. Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs) are used to 
create a digital display in many devices. What are the 
advantages of OLED displays over Liquid Crystal dis-
plays? (2017)

1. OLED displays can be fabricated on flexible plas-
tic substrates.

2. Roll-up displays embedded in clothing can be 
made using OLEDs.

3. Transparent displays are possible using OLEDs.

Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
(a) 1 and 3 only
(b) 2 only
(c) 1, 2 and 3
(d) None of the above statements is correct
Answer: C

OLED is display technology based on the characteris-
tics of organic light-emitting diodes (OLED). The OLED 
display is based on an organic substance used as the 
semiconductor material in light-emitting diodes (LEDs).

OLEDs are ultrathin and light, they can be fabricated 
on a flexible plastic or roll-up displays. Transparent 
displays are also possible. 

In general, OLEDs are more efficient than LCDs for 
displaying dark images because black pixels consume 
little power for an emissive display, while LCDs are 
more efficient than OLEDs at displaying bright images.

LET THE LAND HEAL- REDUCING 
CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS

GS3

Syllabus: Agriculture

Source: Indian Express

Direction: 
This was an opinion article. The author gave few sug-
gestions on how to reduce chemical fertilizers. 

Context: 
Pests and diseases have developed resistance to the 
existing pesticide applications, requiring stronger, 
more toxic responses every passing year.

Status:
• India NPK use has been imbalanced to 8.2:3.2:1 

(instead of 4:2:1)
• Fertilizer consumption of India increased from 

12.4 kilograms per hectare in 1969 to 175 kilo-
grams per hectare in 2018

• Fertilizers are used most in potato, sugarcane, 
cotton, wheat and paddy.

• Fertilizer use in some crops is more than double 
the requirement. 

Ways we can reduce farm chemical input:
• Transform the Business model from farm input 

model to farm service model: 10 per cent of 
farm chemical input sales of each seller could 
be in the form of services (spray on farms). Each 
following year, the seller would mandatorily in-
crease the services by an additional 10 per cent, 
till the business model had become one of the 
services contracted, and not of farm chemical 
inputs sold.

• Shopkeepers should report each sale of farm 

https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/02/18/insights-into-editorial-indias-semiconductor-dream/
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/let-the-land-heal-why-minimising-chemical-farm-input-has-become-an-urgent-necessity-8183413/
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chemicals to the government in real time.
• Mandatory QR code on each farm chemical 

package: Bayer, the world’s largest seed and 
pesticide company has started to print a QR 
code on every pesticide package.

• An independent regulator is the need of the 
hour for fertilizer sector.

Insta Links: 
reforming the fertilizer sector

Prelims Link:
• Committees related to controlling chemical fer-

tilizers.
• Green Revolution

Mains Link:
Q. Account for the use of chemical pesticides, insecti-
cides and fertilizers in Indian agriculture and its impact 
on human health. 10M

INTEGRATED CRYOGENIC EN-
GINE MANUFACTURING FACILITY 

(ICMF) AT HAL

Source: Indian Express

Context: 
President Droupadi Murmu inaugurated Hindustan 
Aeronautics Limited’s (HAL) Integrated Cryogenic En-
gine Manufacturing Facility (ICMF) in Bengaluru.

• The ICMF is dedicated to Rocket Manufacturing 
and its assembly for ISRO. The facility will boost 
self-reliance in the manufacturing of high-
thrust rocket engines.

• On January 5, 2014, India successfully flew 
GSLV-D5 with a cryogenic engine (made by 
ISRO through private industries) and became 
the sixth country in developing cryogenic en-
gines. 

About Cryogenic Technology:
• Cryogenics is the study of the production and 

behavior of materials at extremely low tem-
peratures (below -150 degree centigrade) to lift 
and place heavier objects in space.

• A cryogenic engine provides more force with 
each kilogram of cryogenic propellant it uses 
compared to other propellants, such as sol-
id and liquid propellant rocket engines, and is 
more efficient.

• Cryogenic engine makes use of Liquid Oxygen 
(LOX) and Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) as propel-
lants which liquefy at -183 deg C and -253 deg C 
respectively.

Importance of Cryogenic Technology for India:
• Advancement of the Space Programme 
• Lighter weight and cost-effective.
• Clean technology - Cryogenic technology uses 

Hydrogen and oxygen as fuel and releases wa-
ter as a by-product.

• Edge over other countries in modern technology.

https://www.insightsonindia.com/2021/11/25/insights-into-editorial-reforming-the-fertilizer-sector/
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/hals-rocket-engine-manufacturing-facility-inaugurated-8175333/
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Insta Links: 
About Cryogenic technology

Prelims Link:
• Justice Jain Committee
• Cryogenic Technology

Mains Link: 
Q. What is cryogenic technology? Why is it important 
for India and how has India acquired this technology? 
Examine. 10M

GS4
SPORTS ETHICS – MANKADING

Syllabus: Ethics and Human Interface

Source: Indian Express

Context: 
Indian all-rounder Deepti Sharma ran out England’s 
Charlie Dean standing outside the crease at the non-
striker’s end at Lord’s, giving India a 3-0 ODI series 
sweep but triggering outrage that has traditionally ac-
companied incidents of “Mankading” in the sport.

What is Mankading?
The term comes from the name of the legendary for-
mer Indian cricketer Vinoo Mankad. In 1947, when In-
dia was playing a series in Australia, Mankad dismissed 
opposition batsman Bill Brown twice by taking off the 
bails at the non-striker’s end before releasing the ball.

Ethical - Unethical Debate: 

Ethical   Unethical

The laws of cricket 
make it quite clear that 
the non-striker must 
keep within his ground 
until the ball has been 
delivered. 

By backing up too far or 
too early, the non-strik-
er is very obviously 
gaining an unfair ad-
vantage.                                         

It has been allegedly called 
as violating the “spirit of 
cricket”.

Laws on Mankading:
Marylebone Cricket Club (MCC), the custodian of the 
Laws of Cricket, accepted Mankading as a normal mode 
of running out the non-striker, removing it from Law 
41 (Unfair play) and clubbing it with Law 38 (Run out).

There have been several instances in men’s Test match-
es and ODI cricket. 

Content for Mains 
Enrichment (Essay/

Ethics)

Disability

MAA ROBOT

Goa resident Bipin Kadam has built a ‘Maarobot’ that 
can feed his disabled daughter when he is off to work 
and his wife, who has vertigo, is indisposed.

https://www.insightsonindia.com/2020/12/12/justice-jain-committee/
https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-sports/mankading-deepti-sharma-ran-out-english-batter-jhulan-goswami-final-game-india-victory-8172089/
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What makes this invention even more special is the fact 
that Bipin has no background in robotics. After study-
ing till Class 10, he had to start working due to family 
circumstances. He started off as a helper at a manufac-
turing company and has worked his way up to being a 
CNC designer and programmer.

The ‘Maarobot’ works on a voice sensor. Based on the 
food item that his daughter Prajakta mentions, the ro-
bot, which has attached spoons and cups, picks up the 
food and feeds it to her. 

 
Education:

INDIGENOUS TOYS

Ministry of Women and Child Development (MoWCD) 
is using indigenous toys and DIY (do it yourself) toys in 
the Anganwadi Centres to educate children and their 
families about healthy living and good nutritional prac-
tices.  Examples of Indigenous toys used are: Gujarat 
(Terracotta toy); Andhra (Kondapalli and Etikoppaka 
toy); Karnataka (Channapatna toys); Tripura (Bamboo 
toys).

Dedication to Teaching
Narayani teacher – 65 years old, has been walking 25 
km every day to give tuition for children in her area. 
Despite having never attended college, her passion for 
teaching started at the age of 15 and now she is expert 
four languages- English, Malayalam, Hindi and San-
skrit. She begins  her day at 4.30 am returns home by 
nightfall after teaching 100 of students.

She teaches in school once blown by her father-in-law

Ranju Devi is now a respected name in Chormara vil-
lage of Jamui district in Bihar. She has started teaching 
children in the same school, ten years back her Nax-
al extremist father-in-law blew up the village school 
building. This example can be shown as – Giving back 
to society, courage (Teaching in a Naxal-affected area), 
Community Service etc.

Environment

SWACHH TOYCATHON

Ministry of housing and urban affairs (MoHUA) will 
launch the Swachh Toycathon under the Swachh Am-
rit Mahotsav with the aim to explore solutions for the 
use of waste in manufacturing toys. The competition is 
a convergence between the National Action Plan for 
Toys (NAPT) and Swachh Bharat Mission phase two 
(SBM 2.0). It is hosted by MyGov’s Innovate India por-
tal.

National Action Plan for Toys (NAPT) 2020 was intro-
duced to promote the Indian toy industry including tra-
ditional handicrafts and handmade toys with the ob-
jective of establishing India as a global Toy hub.
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RIPE FOR A GREEN ECONOMY

Over the years, with the help of Vasundhara —a 
non-profit working on tribal rights — women of Ko-
dalpali, Sinduria and neighbouring villages in Odisha’s 
Nayagarh have formed a federation of village protec-
tion committees at the block and district levels to save 
forest. 

Their forest usage rules apply to all — fuelwood is to 
be collected only on Sundays; green trees are not be 
felled; no grazing during the monsoon; and collection 
of minor forest produce, like bamboo, kendu/ tendu 
leaves is to be done only by the village households, not 
by outsiders.

Previously, Muduligadia, a village in the same Nayagarh 
district, had earned the prominence of the first eco-vil-
lage of the state.

GRAFTING – A WONDER FOR RE-
VIVING ANCIENT TREES

Source: BBC

Context: Kerala State Biodiversity Board declared Kan-
napuram in the Southern Indian state of Kerala, an 
“Indigenous Mango Heritage Area” in 2020.

The honour came after the villagers had got togeth-
er to grow over 200 indigenous species of mangoes, 
sourced from surrounding towns and villages, pre-
serving diverse varieties that were in danger of dying 
out.  The technique that made it possible is the age-old 
art of grafting. 

Grafting involves building a new plant by connecting 
the organic tissues of two plants, often of the same 
species. Plants from a different genus or different spe-
cies can be grafted too, but in many cases, the outcome 
is weaker, short-lived and sometimes, they never come 
together at all.

Grafting can occur naturally as well. Meghalaya, a 
state in India’s north east is famed for its “living root 
bridges”. Several trees have closely intertwined roots 
that form aerial bridges strong enough for people to 
walk over, helping them navigate steep slopes. The 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20220923-the-people-resurrecting-indias-ancient-fruit-trees
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roots fuse and repair themselves through a process of 
self-grafting called inosculation.

DATA POINTS

Data Points - Automation has impacted lower-level 
jobs in banks

Data show that increased ATM usage, surging online 
and mobile transactions and a reduction in the num-
ber of new bank branches have reduced footfalls in 
banks and led to the rapid decline in the strength of 
clerical staff. 
In fact, the cutback on hirings is more pronounced 
among clerks and sub-staff, while the number of offi-
cers has remained constant. 
This trend was observed in both PSBs and private sec-
tor banks (PVBs). However, it is worth noting that the 
number of officers in PVBs is three times higher than in 
the PSBs.

Facts for Prelims
Arts and Culture

SITTANAVASAL

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
With much of the art in Sittanavasal (Pudukkottai dis-
trict of Tamil Nadu) either damaged or vandalized, the 
Archaeological Survey of India has undertaken conser-
vation measures and also introduced digital checks to 
track public access.

About Sittanavasal:
It is considered as a major center of Jain influence. This 
is the only place in Tamil Nadu where we can see Pandya 
paintings. The artwork on the ceiling of the sanctum 
and the Ardha mandapam of Arivar Kovil is an early 
example of post-Ajanta cave paintings of the fourth to 
sixth centuries, done using the fresco-secco technique.

UNESCO LAUNCHES LIST DOCU-
MENTING 50 ICONIC INDIAN HER-

ITAGE TEXTILES

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
UNESCO released a list of 50 exclusive and iconic heri-
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tage textile crafts of the country. Toda embroidery and 
Sungadi from Tamil Nadu, Himroo weaves from Hyder-
abad and Bandha tie and dye weaving from Sambalpur 
in Odisha were some of the textiles that made the cut.

ROSH HASHANAH

Source: The Print

Context: 
The PM has extended his warmest greetings to the PM 
of Israel, Yair Lapid, the people of Israel, and the Jew-
ish people around the world on the occasion of Rosh 
Hashanah.

Rosh Hashanah commemorates the universe’s birth 
and marks the start of the Days of Awe, a 10-day period 
of repentance that concludes with Yom Kippur. This day 
is called Atonement Day.
 

• The Jewish faith observes two High Holy 
Days: Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. 
Yom Kippur marks the end of the Jewish high 
holy days—and offers a chance for people to 
change their fate through prayer, repentance, 
and charity.

SURJAPURI AND BAJJIKA DIA-
LECTS

Source: Indian Express

Bihar State education department is to set up acad-
emies for the promotion of the Surjapuri and Bajjika 

dialects on the lines of the Hindi and Urdu academies.

The name Surjapuri comes from Surjapur pargana, 
which no longer exists.  Bajjika, one of five dialects spo-
ken in Bihar, is a mix of Hindi and Maithili. Bajjika is not 
as well-known as other dialects such as Bhojpuri and 
Maithili.

SILPHION

Source: DTE

Context: 
A Mediterranean medicinal plant considered a cure-all 
that mysteriously vanished 2,000 years ago may still be 
around, a recent study claimed.  

About Silphion:
The resin of the Silphion was extensively used as a 
spice, perfume, aphrodisiac, contraceptive and medi-
cine. It occupied an important place in the export econ-
omy of ancient Cyrene, an old Greek and later Roman 
colony near north-eastern Libya. Overharvesting may 
have driven the plant into extinction.

https://theprint.in/world/pm-modi-wishes-israeli-counterpart-on-occasion-of-rosh-hashanah/1142605/
https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-culture/what-surjapuri-and-bajjika-dialects-and-why-bihar-govt-promoting-them-8174150/
https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/wildlife-biodiversity/ancient-plant-silphion-known-for-curing-many-diseases-probably-still-around-expert-85143
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Prizes

BREAKTHROUGH PRIZES 2023

Source: The Hindu

Breakthrough prizes  (also called ‘Oscars of Science’) 
were created in 2010 by Silicon Valley entrepreneurs 
(California, US) for awarding scientific discoveries/in-
ventions. 

• Each prize carries $3 mn (Nobel prize carries $1 
mn each)

• This year three prizes were awarded: 
• For Life Science: For prediction of the structure 

of proteins and causes of narcolepsy. 
• Mathematics: For theoretical computer science
• Physics: For work in quantum information

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TRIBES IN 
ODISHA

Source: Hindustan Times

Context: 
Odisha became the first state in the country to start an 
encyclopedia on tribal communities to document their 
age-old and unique traditions.

The encyclopaedia was published by Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes Research and Training Institute 
(SCSTRTI) and Odisha State Tribal Museum. The pur-
pose of this book is to preserve the rapidly changing 
cultural identity of tribal communities in the state. 

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/2023-breakthrough-prize-winners-announced/article65925463.ece
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/odisha-publishes-india-s-first-encyclopedia-on-tribal-communities-101664282139388.html
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Modern India

HARIJAN SEVAK SANGH (HSS)

Context: 90th foundation day of Harijan Sevak Sangh
About HSS ( also known as All India Anti-Untouchabil-
ity League):

• Founded by M K Gandhi (1932), it is a non-profit 
organization

• Aim: Eradicate untouchability in Hindu Society. 
• Founding President: GD Birla
• Activities: 

	Kasturba Balika Vidyalaya for girls was 
constructed at one of Sangh›s 
campuses.

	The Sangh runs 20-odd Ashram schools 
and hostels for Harijan children

Geography

GLOBAL OCEAN OBSERVING SYS-
TEM (GOOS)

Context: 
World Metrological Organization has released GOOS 
Report Card, 2022, highlighting the marine and ocean 
data

• Findings: Ocean takes up 26% of 40 gigatons of 
carbon emitted to the atmosphere annually.

• Recommendation: Ensure access to FAIR Data 
(Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability and 
Reusability); establish an early warning system 
to reduce coastal zone risks.

AVALANCHE MONITORING RA-
DAR

Source: Business-Standard

Context: 
The Indian Army and the Defence Geoinformatics and 
Research Establishment (DGRE) have jointly installed 
the Avalanche Monitoring Radar, the first of its kind in 
India, in north Sikkim

Benefits of Avalanche Monitoring Radar:
• Detection of avalanches (within 3 seconds of 

the trigger) and landslides.
• Assist in saving valuable life of troops and civil-

ians as also vehicles in super high altitude areas
DGRE is the Defence Research and Development Or-
ganisation’s wing involved in forecasting and mitigating 
avalanche hazards faced by the Indian Army in the Hi-
malayan region.

An avalanche is a rapid flow of snow down a slope, such 
as a hill or a mountain. Avalanches can be set off spon-
taneously, by such factors as increased precipitation or 
snowpack weakening, or by external means such as hu-
mans, animals, and earthquakes.

https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/india-s-1st-avalanche-monitoring-radar-installed-in-north-sikkim-officials-122092301464_1.html
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THAMIRAPARANI RIVER

Source: DTE

Context: 
District administration of Tirunelveli in Tamil Nadu 
along with Bengaluru-based non-profit ATREE are using 
a ‘hyper local’ approach to restore one of south Asia’s 
oldest rivers, the Thamirabarani.

• The restoration project is called TamiraSES.

About the River:
• It is the only perennial river in Tamil Nadu.
• It originates and ends in TN: It originates in 

the Pothigai Hills of the Western Ghats in the 
Tirunelveli district. The river flows through 
Tirunelveli and then neighbouring Thoothukudi 
and ends in the Gulf of Mannar at Punakayil.

• The river supports Nilgiri marten, slender loris, 
lion-tailed macaque, white spotted bush frog, 
galaxy frog, Sri Lankan Atlas moth and the great 
hornbill. 

Polity

GOVERNMENT BLOCKED VIDEOS 
FROM YOUTUBE CHANNELS

Source: The Hindu 

Context: 
The Information and Broadcasting Ministry has blocked 
45 videos from 10 YouTube channels as they allegedly 
contained hate speech against religious communities 
and spread communal disharmony.

● The videos were blocked under the relevant 
provisions of the Information Technology (In-
termediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics 
Code) Rules 2021.

Hate Speech:
It is an incitement to hatred primarily against a group 
of persons defined in terms of race, ethnicity, gender, 
sexual orientation, religious belief, and the like. (267th 
Report of the Law Commission of India)

Section 69 (A) of the Information Technology 
Act:

• It confers on the Central and State governments 
the power to issue directions “to intercept, 
monitor or decrypt any information generated, 
transmitted, received or stored in any computer 
resource”.

• The grounds on which these powers may be 
exercised are: In the interest of the sovereignty 
or integrity of India, Defense of India, the secu-
rity of the state, Friendly relations with foreign 
states, public order, and Preventing incitement 
to the commission of any cognizable offence re-
lating to these.

OBCS NOT IN THE CENTRAL LIST 
CAN APPLY UNDER EWS

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
People belonging to Other Backward Classes (OBC) 
communities in the State list but not in the Central list 
will be eligible to apply for posts and services of the 
Government of India under the EWS quota criteria, the 
Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT) said.

Other highlights:
• SC/STs not under EWS: The members of the SC/

ST will not be eligible to apply for Central gov-
ernment positions irrespective of where they 
reside (even if the State of residence does not 
recognize their community as an SC or ST).

• Unfilled vacancies: Unfilled EWS vacancies for 

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/water/thamirabarani-govt-atree-adopt-hyper-local-approach-to-restore-one-of-south-asia-s-oldest-rivers-85134
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/ib-ministry-blocks-45-videos-from-10-youtube-channels/article65938007.ece/amp/
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/ib-ministry-blocks-45-videos-from-10-youtube-channels/article65938007.ece/amp/
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/obcs-not-in-central-list-can-apply-under-ews-for-central-government-posts-dopt/article65938464.ece/amp/
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a particular recruitment year cannot be carried 
over to the next and that successive attempts to 
fill these vacancies.

• Residential plot: The definition of residential 
flat/plot also includes the commercial property.

• Family: For qualification, the EWS criteria will 
not include grandparents or any siblings or chil-
dren above the age of 18.

• Family’s earnings: Monthly pension payouts 
and all other sources like salary, agriculture, 
business, profession, etc. for the financial year 
prior to the year of application will be counted 
as the family’s income.

           

Article 342A: It was inserted into the Constitution of 
India through the 102nd Amendment. It empowers 
the President to specify the socially and educationally 
backward classes with respect to a state or union terri-
tory. The article makes it mandatory to get parliamen-
tary approval for adding to or deleting a community 
from the Backward List of communities.

103rd C. A Act 2019, introduces 10% reservation for 
Economically Weaker Sections of society for admission 
to Central Government-run educational institutions and 
private educational institutions (except for minority ed-
ucational institutions), and for employment in Central 
Government jobs.

MERCY PLEA 

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
The Supreme Court criticized the delay by the govern-
ment to decide a mercy petition filed by Balwant Singh 
Rajoana, who is on death row for nearly 27 years for 
the assassination of former Punjab Chief Minister Beant 
Singh.

Mercy Petition is the last resort of a person when all 

the remedies available to him/her under the prevailing 
laws and the Constitution are exhausted. A mercy peti-
tion may be filed before the President of India under 
Article 72 or the Governor of the state under Article 
161.

• For seeking mercy petition, the death sentence 
by a sessions (trial) court must be confirmed by 
the High Court.

Pardon: It totally absolves/acquits the person for the 
offense and lets him go free like a normal citizen.

Kehar Singh v Union of India(1988): SC reiterated its 
stand and held that the grant of pardon by the President 
is an act of grace and, therefore, cannot be claimed as 
a matter of right.

PFI BANNED

Source: The Hindu

Context:
• The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) declared 

the Popular Front of India (PFI) and its front or-
ganizations including its student wing- the Cam-
pus Front of India (CFI) as an “unlawful associa-
tion” under the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) 
Act (UAPA).

Key Highlights:
• Empowering states: The MHA issued an order 

empowering States to notify places associated 
with PFI and its front organizations where un-
lawful activity is taking place. 

• Immovable properties: District Magistrate will 
make a list of immovable properties of the or-
ganization

• Permission of DM: No person who at the date 
of the notification was not a resident in the noti-
fied place shall enter into the notified area with-
out the permission of the District Magistrate.

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/sc-criticises-centres-failure-to-settle-mercy-plea-of-death-row-convict-rajoana/article65945903.ece/amp/
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/pfi-and-eight-front-organisations-including-campus-front-of-india-banned-for-five-years/article65944776.ece/amp/
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ELECTORAL BEARER BOND 
SCHEME

Source: PIB

Context: 
The Government of India has notified the Electoral 
Bond Scheme 2018.

Who can purchase it?
• Citizen of India: Electoral Bonds may be pur-

chased by a person who is a citizen of India or 
incorporated or established in India. 

• Single or jointly: A person being an individual 
can buy Electoral Bonds, either singly or jointly 
with other individuals. 

Eligibility:
• Political Parties registered under Section 29A 

of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, 
which secured not less than one percent of the 
votes polled in the last General Election to the 
House of the People or the Legislative Assembly 
of the State.

• Authorized bank: The Electoral Bonds shall 
be encashed by an eligible Political Party only 
through a Bank account with the Authorized 
Bank (State Bank of India).

SINGLE WOMEN GET EQUAL 
ABORTION RIGHTS

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
In a historic judgment, the Supreme Court allowed un-
married and single women whose pregnancies are be-
tween 20 and 24 weeks to access safe and legal abor-
tion care on par with their married counterparts.

Key Highlights:
• The rights of reproductive autonomy under Ar-

ticle 21: It gives an unmarried woman the right 
of choice as to whether or not to bear a child on 
a similar footing as that of a married woman.

• Prohibiting single or unmarried pregnant wom-
en while allowing married women with the 
same term of pregnancy, would be violation of 
the right to equality before law and equal pro-
tection (Article 14).

• Registered medical doctors (RMPs) are exempt 
from disclosing to the police the identity of mi-
nors who have come in for abortion.
	Section 19(1) of the POCSO Act: A reg-

istered medical practitioner (RMP) is 
obliged to report to the police when a 
minor approach him or her for an abor-
tion.

https://www.pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1863313
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/all-women-married-or-unmarried-have-right-to-legal-and-safe-abortion-supreme-court/article65949513.ece/amp/
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To read more about Medical Termination of pregnancy 
Act, 2021: click here

AFSPA EXTENDED IN NAGALAND, 
ARUNACHAL PRADESH

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) has extended the 
Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act (AFSPA) in parts 
of Arunachal Pradesh and Nagaland for another six 
months.

Armed Forces Special Powers Act (AFSPA), 
1958:

• Sweeping powers to the armed forces: It allows 
them to open fire, even causing death, against 
any person in contravention to the law or carry-
ing arms and ammunition.

• Power to arrest: It gives them powers to arrest 
individuals without warrants, on the basis of 
“reasonable suspicion”, and search premises 
without warrants.

• Disturbed’’ under Section 3: It can be imposed 
by the Center or the Governor of a state, on the 
state or parts of it, after areas are declared “dis-
turbed’.

• Home ministry: Currently, the Union Home 
Ministry issues periodic “disturbed area” noti-
fication to extend AFSPA only for Nagaland and 
Arunachal Pradesh.

• State government: The notification for Mani-
pur and Assam is issued by the State govern-
ments.

• Revoked: 
	Tripura: revoked the Act in 2015
	Meghalaya: revoked by the MHA from 

1st April 2018.

Statutory Bodies

OPERATION MEGH CHAKRA

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) conducted 
‘Operation Megh Chakra’, as part of a pan-India drive 
against the circulation and sharing of Child Sexual 
Abuse Material (CSAM).Previously, it has also conduct-
ed ‘Operation Carbon’ with the same objective. 

OPERATION GARUDA

Source: LiveMint

Context: 
The Central Bureau of Investigation has launched a 
multi-phase ‘Operation Garuda’ against illicit drug traf-
ficking network.

This global operation was initiated in close coordination 
with Interpol and Narcotics Control Bureau, for com-
bating the smuggling of illicit drugs and psychotropic 
substances, with special focus on Indian Ocean region.

https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/06/27/editorial-analysis-indian-laws-on-abortions/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/06/27/editorial-analysis-indian-laws-on-abortions/
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/afspa-extended-for-six-more-months-in-parts-of-nagaland-arunachal/article65956586.ece/amp/
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/sharing-of-child-sexual-abuse-material-cbi-raids-56-places-in-19-states-and-1-ut/article65930142.ece/amp/
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/cbi-launches-operation-garuda-against-illicit-drug-trafficking-11664437364545.html
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PUNJAB ASSEMBLY PASSES BILL 
TO DISSOLVE STATE VIGILANCE 

COMMISSION

Source: The Print

Context: 
The Punjab Assembly passed a bill to dissolve the state 
Vigilance Commission.

State Vigilance Commission:
• The state anti-graft body was set up under the 

Punjab State Vigilance Commission Act, 2020 
• Introduced to curb corruption among the state’s 

public servants.
• It has been empowered to inquire into allega-

tions against all public servants, as defined un-
der the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988.

Central Vigilance Commission (CVC):
• The Central Vigilance Commission was set up by 

the Government in 1964 on the recommenda-
tions of Santhanam committee. 

• Members:
	Central Vigilance Commissioner - Chair-

person.
	Not more than two Vigilance Commis-

sioners - Members.
• Functions: The CVC receives complaints on cor-

ruption or misuse of office and recommends ap-
propriate action.

• Not an investigating agency: The CVC either 
gets the investigation done through the Central 
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) or through chief 

vigilance officers (CVO) in government offices.
• Appointment: Appointed by the President of In-

dia after the recommendation of a three-mem-
ber committee which consist: Prime Minister, 
Minister of Home Affairs (MHA) and Leader of 
Opposition in Lok Sabha

• Term: holds the office for 4 years.
• Removal grounds: 

	By the President on the ground of mis-
behavior but only after the Supreme 
Court has held an inquiry into his case.

	Proven misbehavior or incapacity if the 
Supreme Court inquiry finds him guilty.

	Can resign by writing to the President.

BLACK COCAINE

Source: Indian Express

Context: 
The Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) arrested a Bolivi-
an woman from Mumbai airport for allegedly carrying 
black cocaine.

Black cocaine”, a rare drug, is a mixture of regular co-
caine and other chemicals (e.g., Charcoal) of adminis-
trated quantity.

It neutralises the smell of cocaine so that it can pass 
through checkpoints easily.

Governance

DIGITAL TRUST

Source: ISACA

Direction: 
ISACA not so important. Just know what is digital trust.

Context: 
State of digital trust report 2022 has been released by 
ISACA.

https://theprint.in/india/punjab-assembly-passes-bill-to-dissolve-state-vigilance-commission/1149837/?amp
https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/what-is-black-cocaine-ncb-mumbai-8181863/
https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwi41_mXrrT6AhWOCysKHYxVCG8YABAAGgJzZg&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESbOD2VNrxK2IHlgMeFJlev33tAuaP13KsN83I5H9yTsatyEcwM5wTWDbgkMAVW-hxajtdBcB_avkO8ScHTgyx5Y1fCkfb6iWzTMGUBTJ1VGcLfCsU-Q38221kreB4SzPedJhZHjVIeswjmrJOPA&sig=AOD64_21iCUkiDTCsp_dBfEzxduEr-o1PA&q&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwib-vKXrrT6AhV49DgGHbe6CWoQ0Qx6BAgDEAE
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Digital trust is the confidence users have in the ability 
of people, technology and processes to create a secure 
digital world. 

• Digital trust is given to companies that have 
shown their users they can provide safety, priva-
cy, security, reliability, and data ethics with their 
online programs or devices.

Importance of digital trus: 
Digital Trust is a necessity in a global economy reliant 
on ever-increasing connectivity, data use, and new in-
novative technologies. To be trustworthy, technology 
must be secure (ensuring connected systems’ confi-
dentiality, integrity, and availability) as well as respon-
sibly used. The lack of assurances regarding these two 
aspects has led to a digital trust deficit. 

JALDOOT APP

Source: PIB

Context: 
Ministry of Rural Development has developed this app 
to help Gram Rojgar Sahayak to measures the ground-
water level of selected wells twice a year in selected 
villages.
The data will be used in making plans for groundwater 
augmentation under Gram Panchayat Development 
Plan (GPDP) and Mahatma Gandhi NREGA. 

SIGN LEARN

Source: Business-Standard

Context: 
Government recently launched Indian Sign Language 
(ISL), mobile app ‘Sign Learn’, to make Indian Sign Lan-
guage easily available to the public at large. 

• It is based on the Indian Sign language dictio-
nary (of Indian Sign Language Research and 
Training Centre).

INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR OLDER 
PERSONS

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
UN marks the International Day for Older Persons (Oc-
tober 1), as part of the organization’s efforts to draw 
attention to healthy ageing.

As per the UN Department of Economic and Social Af-
fairs (UNDESA), “World Population Prospects 2022: 

• People over 65 years: 16% of the world popula-
tion by 2050 is expected to be made up of peo-
ple over 65 years. 

• Most populous country: The report projects In-
dia’s population to be 1.7 billion by 2050, with 
expanding aged population.

Issues faced by Elderly:
• The prevalence of non-communicable diseases 

is higher among the elderly:  such as diabetes, 
hypertension and heart disease etc. 

• Pressure on the Public health system: The 
change in demographic structure will increase 
the pressure on public health systems that are 
not geared to deliver universal health care.

• Hyderabad Ocular Morbidity in the Elderly 
Study (HOMES) Study: Over 30% of the elderly 
in the study had distance vision loss and over 
50% had near vision impairment (they needed 
reading glasses).

https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/govt-launches-indian-sign-language-mobile-app-sign-learn-with-1-000-words-122092301388_1.html
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/as-india-ages-keeping-an-eye-on-the-elderly/article65955726.ece/amp/
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Schemes

SOCIAL AUDIT OF MID-DAY MEAL 
SCHEME

Source: Indian Express 

Context: 
The Center has directed the states and Union Territo-
ries to carry out the social audit of the mid-day meal 
scheme in every district by November 30.

A social audit is a way of measuring, understanding, re-
porting and ultimately improving a scheme’s social and 
ethical performance vis-à-vis its objectives. 

Issues with Social Audit:
• In many cases states have not submitted the fi-

nal report of the social audit to the Department 
of School Education and Literacy under the 
Ministry of Education.

• E.g., Meghalaya government has still not sub-
mitted the final audit report for the years 2019-
20. Arunachal Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal etc. 
reported not to have carried out social audits in 
2021-22.

• Social audit never done in UTs of Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands, Puducherry, Ladakh and Lak-
shadweep, social audits have never been done, 
showing records.

About Mid-Day meal scheme:
Launched in 1995, the scheme guarantees one meal 
to all children up to class VIII (for at least 200 days a 
year), in government and aided schools and madrasas 
supported under Samagra Shiksha. Nodal ministry is 
Ministry of Education.

• The scheme is also covered under Nation-
al Food Security Act, 2013 ( under Ministry of 
Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution): 
Under Section 28 of the NFSA, social audit of 
the scheme is mandatory.

4 YEARS OF ABPM-JAY AND 1 
YEAR OF ABDM

Source: PIB

Context: 
Ayushman Bharat PM Jan Arogya Yojana completed 4 
years and Ayushman Bharat Digital Mission (ABDM) 
completed 1 year of its implementation. 

Achievements of PM-JAY:

• Out of Pocket expenditure reduced:  Until now, 
over 4 cr people have got free hospitalized 
treatment

• Network of hospitals has increased: Over 25000 
hospitals empanelled

• Admissions increased: Over 37mn
• Digitized Infrastructure 
• Success in Cards distribution: 19 crore Ayush-

man cards in the last four years.
	New target: distributing 10 lakh such 

cards every day 
• PM-JAY extended to informal sanitation work-

ers. 
	Premium for which will be paid through 

National Action for Mechanized Sanita-
tion Ecosystem (NAMASTE)

https://indianexpress.com/article/india/carry-out-social-audit-of-mid-day-meal-scheme-by-nov-30-centre-to-states-uts-8172945/
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1861702
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AYURWASTHYA YOJANA

Context:
 It is a central sector scheme under Ayush Ministry to 
roll out authentic classical AYUSH interventions for pro-
moting community health care and establishing the 
Ayush Medical health unit. 

AYUSH is an acronym for Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturop-
athy, Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy and are the six 
Indian systems of medicine prevalent and practised in 
India and some of the neighbouring Asian countries 

CENTER EXTENDS PMGKY

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
The government extended by three months its pro-
gramme to provide free rations to the poor through The 
Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana(PMGKY).

PMGKY:
• PMGKY is a part of Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan 

Package (PMGKP) to help the poor fight the bat-
tle against Covid-19.

• Its nodal Ministry is the Ministry of Finance.

International Relations

MODI RECALLS SHINZO ABE’S 
VISION AT THE STATE FUNERAL IN 

TOKYO

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
Strengthening the Indo-Pacific region was first articu-
lated by former Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.

Shinzo’s contribution:
• Strengthening India-Japan partnership
• Conceptualizing the vision of a free, open and 

inclusive Indo-Pacific region
• Strengthened India’s ties with the United States
• Reinforced Japan-U.S. deterrence
• India’s cooperation with the US and Australia to 

form the Quad framework.

To read more about Shinzo Abe: click here

QUAD WILL INCREASE INDIA’S 
TRADE

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
India’s membership of the Quadrilateral Security Di-
alogue would give it an opportunity to benefit from 
greater trade and investment flows and reduce its 
dependence on China.

Benefits of India in Quad:
• India is poised to become a growing destination 

market for goods from the other Quad coun-

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/centre-extends-free-ration-scheme-by-three-months/article65945734.ece/amp/
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/pm-modi-pays-floral-tribute-to-former-japanese-premier-shinzo-abe-at-his-state-funeral/article65941345.ece/amp/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2022/07/09/editorial-analysis-how-shinzo-abe-restored-japans-global-standing/
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tries, including commodities, machinery and 
chemicals.

• The U.S. and Japan will continue to be major 
sources of FDI to India in services, telecommu-
nications and software

• Australia’s presence will grow as a result of a 
free-trade agreement with India

Concerns:  
• India’s business climate and the level of invest-

ment attractiveness, which ‘remains weak’ 
compared with that of other Asia Pacific econ-
omies and other Quad members.

• A lack of cohesion between Quad members on 
any given issue, exemplified by India opting out 
of the trade pillar of the IPEF 

About Quad:
Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad) is the informal 
strategic dialogue between India, USA, Japan and 
Australia with a shared objective to ensure and support 
a “free, open and prosperous” Indo-Pacific region.

• The idea of Quad was first mooted by Japanese 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in 2007 but took 
shape only in 2017.

U.S. SAYS RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
INDIA, AND PAKISTAN DISTINCT

Source: The Hindu, The Hindu

Context: 
On India’s criticism of US decision to grant $450mn in 

US assistance to Pakistan for F-16 fighter jets, the U.S. 
has said its relationship with India and Pakistan are dis-
tinct. 

Pakistan’s engagement through the US:
• Counterterrorism commitments
• Commitments to safe passage
• Commitments to the citizens of Afghanistan

F-16:
• The F-16 is a lightweight, simple and relatively 

cheap aircraft making it immensely popular.
• It has a fly-by-wire control system, which is its 

most innovative feature.
• Each jet can carry up to six air-to-air missiles 

such as the AIM-9 Sidewinder, AIM-120 AM-
RAAM, and other Air-to-Air Missiles (AAM). 
(Same missile was used by Pakistan to down In-
dian Sukhoi)

WAR CRIMES

Source: New York Times

Context: 
A UN Panel has found that Russian soldiers committed 
human rights violations amounting to war crimes.

Crimes committed:
Rape and torture of women and children in Ukraine. 
They have also been killed and injured in indiscriminate 
attacks with explosive weapons. E.g., Executions of ci-
vilians in Bucha and Izium in Ukraine. 

A war crime is a violation of the laws of war, such as 
intentionally targeting civilian populations, torture, tak-
ing hostages, rape and other sexual violence, enlisting 
or conscripting children, and intentionally directing at-
tacks against buildings dedicated to religion, education, 
art and other cultural aspects of society.

1949 Geneva Convention regulated the conduct of 
armed conflict and seeks to limit its effect. It is based 
on the idea that individuals can be held liable for the 
actions of a state or its military. 

The International Criminal Court in The Hague prose-

https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/questioned-on-f16-assistance-to-pakistan-us-says-relationships-with-india-pakistan-distinct/article65942023.ece/amp/
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/india-pakistan-both-partners-of-us-with-different-points-of-emphasis-biden-administration/article65940554.ece/amp/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/23/world/europe/russia-ukraine-war-crimes-united-nations.html
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cutes those accused of war crimes, crimes against hu-
manity and genocide.

ROTTERDAM CONVENTION

Source: DTE

Context: 
International trade of two new hazardous pesticides — 
Iprodione and Terbufos — has been recommended for 
“prior informed consent” (PIC) procedure under the 
Rotterdam convention. 

• The chemicals are dangerous for humans and 
aquatic animals. 

What is the Convention?
The Rotterdam Convention is an international trea-
ty designed to facilitate informed decision-making by 
countries with regard to trade in hazardous chemicals.

What is PIC?
PIC procedure to ensure that restricted hazardous 
chemicals are not exported to countries that do not 
wish to receive them.

About Terbufos?

Terbufos is a soil insecticide used commonly on sor-
ghum, maize, beet and potatoes. It has also been found 
to pose risk to aquatic organisms due to its toxicity.

In India, the use of these chemicals was permitted by 
the 2015 Anupam Verma committee report.  The coun-
try is among the largest exporters of Terbufos.

Iprodione, a fungicide used on vines, fruits, trees and 
vegetables, has been classified as carcinogenic and tox-
ic for reproduction.

U.S. IMPOSES SANCTION 
AGAINST INDIAN PETROCHEMI-

CAL COMPANY

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
The U.S. treasury department announced sanctions 
against a Mumbai based petrochemical company 
amongst several entities accused of selling Iranian pe-
troleum products.

Key Highlights:
• It is the first Indian entity to face the U.S. des-

ignation under unilateral sanctions passed in 
2018-19.

What does US sanctions mean?
• There are trade barriers, tariffs and restrictions 

on financial transactions of various entities in 
Iran. The sanctioned Indian company will not be 
able to transact with International financial sec-
tor which has business with US or its allies. 

Countries facing US sanctions:
● Iran
● Cuba
● Venezuela
● Syria
● North Korea
● Sudan

Economy

CSR POLICY AMENDMENT RULES 
2022

Context: 
MCA (Ministry of Corporate Affairs) has released Com-
panies (CSR Policy) Amendment Rules 2022.

New Rules:
• Unspent CSR amount must be utilized within 3 

years
• Mandatory constitution of CSR committee to 

implement CSR works
• Amount Spent for Social Impact Assessment 

(SIA) to not exceed 2.5% of total CSR or Rs 50 
lakh
	SIA has been made mandatory for busi-

nesses with Rs 10cr or more CSR budget 

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/agriculture/rotterdam-convention-international-trade-of-2-hazardous-pesticides-recommended-for-prior-informed-consent--85130
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/us-imposes-sanction-against-indian-petrochemical-company-for-allegedly-clandestine-iran-oil-purchases/article65954738.ece/amp/
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or for projects with an outlay of Rs 1 cr 
or more

• Transparency: Companies are to disclose the 
composition of the CSR Committee and CSR pol-
icy on the company website. 

About Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR): 
It is a corporate initiative to assess and take responsi-
bility for the company’s effects on the environment and 
on social welfare.  The rules in Section 135 of India’s 
Companies Act 2013 make it mandatory for companies 
(with an annual turnover of 1,000 crores and more, or 
a net worth of Rs. 500 crores and more, or a net profit 
of Rs. 5 crores and more) to spend 2% of their average 
net profit for the past three years on CSR.

• India is the first country in the world to man-
date CSR spending along with a framework to 
identify potential CSR activities.

FUND OF FUNDS FOR START-UPS 
INDIA INVESTMENT

Source: Economic Times

Context:  
Ministry of Commerce and Industry has committed 
over 7000cr for Alternate Investment Funds (AIF). AIF 
will use the money to invest in the Start-Ups.  

• This facility is available only to SEBI-registered 
AIFs. 

What are AIFs?
Alternative Investment Funds are those funds created 
or established in India as a privately pooled investment 
vehicle in order to collect funds from specific investors 
as per a previously defined investment policy.

Fund of the Fund for Start-Ups comes under the Start-
Up India scheme (2016) to mobilize domestic capital 
for the Indian start-up ecosystem. It will help start-ups 
avail funds at the early and seed stage and reduce their 
dependence on foreign capital. 

CARD TOKENIZATION

Source : Economic Times

Context: 
The Reserve Bank of India signalled that it would 
not extend the October 1, deadline for implemen-
tation for tokenization of card-based payments. 

Central bank rules require all merchants to delete cus-
tomer debit and credit card details before October 1 
and replace card payments with unique tokens.

Tokenization is a process by which card details are re-
placed by a unique code or token, allowing online pur-
chases to go through without exposing sensitive card 
details.

Significance:
• A tokenised card transaction is considered saf-

er as the actual card details are not shared with 
the merchant during transaction processing.

• Customers who do not have the tokenisation fa-
cility will have to key in their name, 16-digit card 
number, expiry date and CVV each time they 
order something online. This could be cumber-
some exercise.

https://m.economictimes.com/tech/startups/fund-of-funds-for-startups-committed-rs-7385-crore-to-88-aifs-as-of-september-24-govt/articleshow/94462038.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/card-tokenisation-to-be-implemented-from-october-1-no-further-extension-signals-rbi/articleshow/94556964.cms
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TOURISM: SYMPHONE

Source: PIB

Context: 
The Virtual Conference ‘SymphoNE’ is being organized 
by the Ministry of Development of the North Eastern 
Region on the occasion of World Tourism Day (27th 
Sept), with the aim to create a roadmap to showcase 
the unexplored beauty of North East India & boost the 
tourism Sector in North Eastern Region. 

India’s North East is termed as a ‘Traveller’s Unexplored 
Paradise’, with a rare combination of Scenic Beauty, 
Unique Cultures and abundant Natural resources.

Related News:
As per government figures (India Tourism Statistics 
2022), 2.74 million foreign tourists visited India in 2020 
and in 2021, the number was 1.52 million. 

In 2021, the top 15 countries from which foreign tour-
ists arrived in India included the U.S., the U.K., Bangla-
desh, Canada, Nepal, Afghanistan and Australia. 

The number of foreign tourist arrivals during 2019 
was 10.93 million. India ranked 54th in the travel and 
tourism development index in 2021.

GLOBAL INNOVATION INDEX 2022

Source: Business Standard

Context: 
India rose to 40th among 132 countries in the Glob-
al Innovation Index 2022, jumping six places from a year 
ago, according to the rankings released by the World 
Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO).

Reasons: 
Improvement in information and communication tech-
nologies (ICT) services exports, venture capital recipi-
ents’ value as well as finance for start-ups.

Switzerland, the US, Sweden, the UK and the Nether-
lands are the world’s most innovative economies, with 
China on the threshold of the top 10.

WORLD’S FIRST CNG TERMINAL

Source: Indian Express

Context: 
PM laid the foundation stone for the “world’s first CNG 
(Compressed Natural Gas) terminal” at Bhavnagar in 
Gujarat.

Why Bhavnagar?
• The Bhavnagar port is in close vicinity to the 

Dholera Special Investment Region (SIR) and 
is expected to serve the industries that set up 
base in the region. 

Compressed natural gas is a fuel gas mainly composed 
of methane, compressed to less than 1% of the volume 
it occupies at standard atmospheric pressure. 

Agriculture

ASIAN PALM OIL ALLIANCE

Source: Financialexpress

Context: 
Formed by edible oil industry associations of 5 major 
palm oil importing countries – India, Pakistan, Sri Lan-
ka, Bangladesh and Nepal, with the aim to gain collec-

https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1861920
https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/global-innovation-index-2022-india-up-6-spots-first-time-in-top-40-122092901299_1.html
https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/behind-the-world-first-cng-terminal-at-bhavnagar-gujarat-8180469/
https://www.financialexpress.com/economy/palm-oil-alliance-formed-by-5-south-asian-countries/2686569/
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tive bargaining power and change the negative image 
of palm oil for use in various applications.  

About Palm Oil
• It is edible vegetable oil produced from the palm 

fruit of Elaeis Guineensis/Oliefera. 
• It is rich in Vit. A and E and has no trans fatty 

acids.
• Asia accounts for 40% of global palm oil demand 

(India is the largest importer (world’s 15%))
• In India: Palm oil cultivation is mainly concen-

trated in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana

GOI initiatives: 
National Mission on Edible oils- Oil Palm (NMEO-OP); 
Oil Palm Area expansion (under Rashtriya Krishi Vikas 
Yojana); Increasing minimum support prices of Oilseed 
crops. 

Environment

SWACHH VAYU SARVEKSHAN

Source: Business-Standard 

Context: 
MoEFCC will rank 131 cities on the efforts to reduce air 
pollution. Previously, City Action plans were prepared 
as part of NCAP (national clean air programme, 2019) 

for reducing air pollution up to 40% by 2025-26. 
• The Sarvekshan will pick up three best perform-

ing cities from each category (population more 
than 10 lakh, between 3-10 lakh and less than 3 
lakh) and will be given cash awards. 

NCAP aims to reduce Particulate Matter (PM2.5 and 
PM10) concentration by 20% by 2024, with 2017 as the 
base year for comparison. 

Related news: 

Pey Jal Sarvekshan: Ministry of Housing and Urban 
Affairs will rank cities (covered under AMRUT) on the 
quality of drinking water, water utility services, sewer 
connections, used water utility services, etc.  

SUSTAINABLE AVIATION FUEL 
(SAF)

Source: Live Mint

Context: 
CSIR- Indian Institute of Petroleum have signed MOU 
with Air India, AirAsia and Vistara (all under TATA), for 
SAF, in order to achieve net zero emissions (NZE).

• International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 
has put the target of net zero in the aviation 
sector by 2050.

What is Sustainable Aviation Fuel?
Sustainable aviation fuels are biofuels made from sus-
tainable resources, such as forestry and agricultural 
waste and used cooking oil and can be blended with 
fossil jet fuel to reduce emissions. 

• It is a ‘drop-in’ fuel, meaning it can be added 
with no changes needed to the aircraft engine 
design.

In 2016, the International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) adopted a global market-based mechanism, the 
Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for Interna-
tional Aviation (CORSIA), to address CO2 emissions 
from international aviation. Currently it is on a volun-
tary basis, however, beginning in 2027, virtually all in-

https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/centre-to-rank-131-cities-based-on-actions-to-improve-air-quality-122092400756_1.html
https://www.livemint.com/companies/news/air-india-airasia-india-vistara-sign-mou-for-sustainable-aviation-fuel-11663836643728.html
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ternational flights will be subject to mandatory offset-
ting requirements.

WATER TRADING

Context: 
Niti Aayog will bring out a policy for trading in Water 
on commodity exchange in India, similar to Gold, Sil-
ver and Oil. It aims to ensure better price discovery of 
water, efficient use and more investment into water re-
sources. 

What is Water Trading?

Water trading is the process of buying and selling water 
access entitlements, also often called water rights. It al-
lows water holders to decide whether they need to buy 
or sell water at a particular time.

• 1st tradable water price futures index was 
launched on the Chicago stock exchange in 
2020.

• It is in practice in Australia, Chile, USA Etc. 

MADHAV NATIONAL PARK (MNP)

Source: DTE

Context: 
60 years after they were last seen, tigers are being rein-
troduced to Madhya Pradesh’s Madhav National Park.

About MNP:
• Location: Shivpuri District, Madhya Pradesh.
• It was the hunting ground of Mughal emperors 

and Maharaja of Gwalior. 
• Ecosystem: It has a diverse ecosystem consist-

ing of lakes (Sakhya Sagar and Madhav Sagar), 
dry deciduous & dry thorn forests.

• Tiger Corridor: It is part of the Ranthamb-
hore-Kuno-Madhav (Madhya Pradesh and Ra-
jasthan) Tiger Corridor of Central India & East-
ern Ghats landscape.

• Home to Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups 
(PVTG)s like Saharia

NEELAKURINJI FLOWER

Source: Indian Express

Context: 
The flower has bloomed in Chandradrona Mountains 
in Chikkamagaluru (Karnataka) for 12 years. 

About the flower
• It is endemic to Western Ghats (areas around 

TN, Kerala and Karnataka) at the altitude of 
1300 to 2400m once every 12 years. 

Related News:
Bathukamma flower festival is celebrated in Telanga-
na and Andhra Pradesh as per Satavahana Calendar 
during the Navaratri festival. 

RANIPUR WILDLIFE SANCTUARY 
(RWS)

Source: DTE

Context: 
The Uttar Pradesh cabinet approved the notification of 
the state’s fourth tiger reserve in the Ranipur Wildlife 
Sanctuary (RWS) in Chitrakoot district.

RWS has no tigers of its own. But pugmarks of the an-
imals are frequently seen there as tigers from nearby 

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/wildlife-biodiversity/60-years-after-they-were-last-seen-tigers-to-come-back-to-madhya-pradesh-s-madhav-national-park-85133
https://indianexpress.com/photos/lifestyle-gallery/tourists-blooming-neelakurinji-flowers-chikmagalur-karntaka-12-years-8174358/
https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/wildlife-biodiversity/uttar-pradesh-plans-its-4th-tiger-reserve-in-bundelkhand-85182
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Panna frequent it. The two protected areas are just 150 
km from each other. 
There are 50 Tiger Reserves in India. There were 2,967 
tigers in India according to the NTCA’s estimation in 
2018. Uttar Pradesh had 173 tigers, with 107 in Dudhwa 
National Park and 65 in Pilibhit.

Science and Technology

COFFEE RING EFFECT

Source: The Hindu

Context: 
Study of Coffee-ring effect when applied to the drying 
of biologically relevant fluids like blood can help diag-
nose anaemic and hyperlipidaemic conditions.

What is the Coffee-Ring Effect?
It occurs when a drop of spilt coffee dries up, the out-
ermost edge of the dried drop is a little darker than the 
centre, forming a darker ‘ring’. This is caused by the 
outward drift of suspended coffee particles from the 
centre, causing a denser, darkened rim. 

Researchers from the Indian Institute of Technology, 
Madras, have shown that after reaching the rim, as the 
drop dries, some of the particles undergo an inward 
drift too. This research has applications in agriculture, 
forensic science and even disease diagnosis. 

COAL GASIFICATION

Source: Businessline

Context: 
Coal India will sign MOU with Indian Oil, BHEL and GAIL 
for Coal to chemical projects through the surface coal 
gasification route. The project will help achieve the tar-
get of 100mn tonnes of coal gasification by 2030 (set by 
the Ministry of Coal)

What is Coal Gasification?
Gasification of coal is a process in which coal is par-
tially oxidated by air, oxygen, steam or carbon diox-
ide under controlled conditions to produce a Syngas. 
Syngas can be further processed for the production of 
value-added chemicals. 

• Synthesis gas is a mixture of hydrogen, meth-
ane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, water 
vapours, etc. 

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/companies/cil-to-ink-mou-with-three-psus-for-setting-up-coal-to-chemical-projects/article65926641.ece
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NAVIC
Source: The Hindu

Context: 
India is pushing tech giants to make smartphones com-
patible with India’s NavIC navigation system

Issues of this mandate: 
• Companies are worried that it will increase the 

hardware and software costs of installing Nav-
IC

About NavIC (Navigation with Indian Constel-
lation)

• It is India’s regional navigation satellite System 
(IRNSS) similar to US GPS operationalized in 
2018.

• It provides accurate domestic navigation ser-
vices to a 1500km radius over the sub-conti-
nent. 

• IRNSS consists of eight satellites, three satellites 
in geostationary orbit and five satellites in geo-
synchronous orbit.

Other countries: 
• Russia has sought to mandate the inclusion of 

its own GLONASS system in smartphones sold 
locally to reduce reliance on GPS

• China’s Beidou was completed in June 2020, 
and over 94% of China-made smartphones had 
Beidou support.

 
FLEX FUEL

Source: Live Mint

Context: 
Toyota will launch India’s 1st ‘flex fuel’ car.

A flexible-fuel Vehicle is an internal combustion engine 
capable of operating on gasoline as well as a blend of 
gasoline and ethanol. 

• E.g.  E85 (or flex fuel) is a gasoline-ethanol 
blend containing 51% to 83% ethanol

• The Engine Control Module of the car is cali-

brated to accommodate higher oxygen content 
of ethanol. 

• Such cars are already running in Brazil, USA and 
Canada

Benefits of flex fuel: lower pollution, lower depen-
dence on imported fossil fuel, increase farmers’ income

Issues with flex fuel: Higher cost of the vehicle, corro-
sion risk from ethanol to engines, ethanol fuel efficien-
cy is lower than petrol, ethanol production consumes a 
huge amount of water. 

AVGAS 100 LL

Source: PIB

Context: 
The Centre on Monday launched indigenously-devel-
oped AVGAS 100 LL, a special aviation fuel meant for 
piston engine aircraft and unmanned ariel vehicles. The 
fuel has been developed by Indian Oil Corporation.

About AVGAS 100LL:
• Avgas or aviation gasoline is an aviation fuel 

that powers spark-ignited combustion engines 
in aircraft. It is different from conventional gas-
oline (petrol) used in motor vehicles as it con-
tains tetraethyl lead, which is a highly toxic 
substance used to prevent engine knocking 
(premature detonation).

Benefits:
• The indigenous availability of AV GAS 100 LL will 

help reduce dependence on imports and ad-
dress the associated logistical challenges. 

IMEI NUMBER

Source: Indian Express

Context: 
The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) has 
made it mandatory for mobile phone manufacturers to 
register the International Mobile Equipment Identity 
(IMEI)– of all handsets made in India with the govern-

file:///C:/Users/rohit/Downloads/thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/india-push-home-grown-navigation-system-jolts-smartphone-giants-apple-xiaomi-navic-samsung/article65937529.ece
https://www.livemint.com/auto-news/toyota-to-launch-india-s-first-flex-fuel-car-know-all-about-it-11664253428503.html
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1862258
https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-sci-tech/why-registering-mobile-phones-imei-number-government-mandatory-8177268/
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ment.

What is the IMEI number, and its function?
• The IMEI is a unique number that is used to 

identify a device on a mobile network. It has 15 
digits and is like a phone’s unique identity. The 
number is used to verify the identity of a device 
when a user uses the Internet or places a call 
through it. 

• Phones with a dual-SIM option has two IMEI 
numbers, one for each SIM. The IMEI number 
can help network providers track down a device 
in case it gets stolen or is lost. Once such loss 
or theft is reported, the carriers can deny the 
device access to the cellular network even with 
a new SIM card.

Defence and Security

DEFENCE EXPORTS

Context: 
India’s defence export has increased by 334% in the last 
5 years.

Status of India’s defence exports:
• Over 13000 cr of export in 2021-22 (private 

sector contribution: 70% (earlier private sector 
contribution was 90%))

• India’s target: Achieve a turnover of $25 bn in 
defence production with $5 bn of exports by 
2025. 

• India is now exporting to over 75 countries its 
defence products

Government steps for defence manufacturing 
exports:

• FDI limit raised to 74%
• Defence corridors established in UP and TN
• Innovation for Defence Excellence (iDEX) initia-

tive etc. 
• Mission Raksha Gyan Shakti: It will boost Intel-

lectual Property culture in defence. 
• Defence Acquisition Procedure (DAP) 2020: To 

promote Make in India and AtmaNirbharta in 
Defence. 

• Agreements: E.g., India signed an agreement 
with the Philippines for the supply of an an-
ti-ship variant of BrahMos Supersonic cruise 
missile. 

• Indigenization: Indigenous Advanced Light Heli-
copter Mk-III’s squadron commissioned recent-
ly, aircraft carrier INS Vikrant, new generation 
nuclear-capable ballistic missile ‘Agni P’. 

SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT TESTS OF 
VERY SHORT-RANGE AIR DE-

FENCE SYSTEM (VSHORADS) MIS-
SILE BY DRDO

Source: LiveMint

VSHORADS is a Man Portable Air Defence System 
(MANPAD) designed and developed indigenously by 
DRDO’s Research Centre Imarat (RCI), Hyderabad in 
collaboration with other DRDO laboratories and Indian 
Industry Partners.

VSHORADS missile incorporates many novel technolo-
gies including a miniaturized Reaction Control System 
(RCS) and integrated avionics, which have been suc-
cessfully proven during the tests.

NEW CHIEF OF DEFENSE 
STAFF(CDS)

Source: The Hindu 

Context: 
The Government appointed former Eastern Army Com-

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/drdo-conducts-successful-tests-of-very-short-range-air-defence-system-missiles-11664287567947.html
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/lt-general-anil-chauhan-appointed-as-new-cds/article65946805.ece/amp/
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mander Lt. General Anil Chauhan as the next Chief of 
Defense Staff (CDS).

● He will also function as Secretary to the Govern-
ment of India, Department of Military Affairs.

Chief of Defense Staff (CDS):
• CDS acts as the permanent Chairman of the 

Chiefs of Staff Committee which will also have 
three service chiefs as members.

• Function: 
	Foster greater operational synergy be-

tween the three service branches of the 
Indian military

	Keep inter-service frictions to a mini-
mum.

• He also heads the newly created Department 
of Military Affairs (DMA) in the Ministry of De-
fense.

• Military advisor: The CDS will be the sin-
gle-point military adviser to the defense minis-
ter on matters involving all three services.

• Directives: The CDS is also vested with the au-
thority to provide directives to the three chiefs.

• First among equals: He enjoys the rank of Sec-
retary within the DoD (Department of Defense)

• Revenue: His powers will be confined to only 
the revenue budget.

• Nuclear Command Authority (NCA): He will 
also perform an advisory role in the Nuclear 
Command Authority (NCA).

Tags: #Security #CDS

Sports 

INDIAN OLYMPIC ASSOCIATION

Source: Indian Express

Context: 
L Nageswara Rao (former judge) has been appointed by 
SC to amend the IOA constitution. Previously, IOA was 
derecognized by International Olympic Association cit-
ing Supreme Court meddling in its affairs. 

• IOA is an autonomous body (recognized under 
Olympic Charter) and a non-profit organization 
under Societies Registration Act, 1860. 

Fig: Judge L Nageswara Rao

Disaster Management

NATIONAL DISASTER MANAGE-
MENT AUTHORITY (NDMA)

Context: 
The National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) 
celebrated its 18th Formation Day on September 28, 
2022, in New Delhi. 

• Theme for this year’s Foundation Day was “Vol-
unteerism in Disaster Management”.
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WHAT IS NDMA?
• The National Disaster Management Authority 

(NDMA) is India’s apex statutory body for di-
saster management.

• The Prime Minister is its chairperson and it has 
nine other members. 

• The primary responsibility for the management 
of disaster rests with the State Government con-
cerned. However, the National Policy on Disaster 
Management puts in place an enabling environ-
ment for all i.e., the Centre, state and district.

• India is also a signatory to the Sendai Frame-
work for Disaster Risk Reduction (SFDRR) that 
sets targets for disaster management.

MAPPING
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Our founder & director, Vinay Sir, with 120 toppers of UPSC CSE-2021 
at the Felicitation Ceremony conducted at Bengaluru.

Have you subscribed to our podcast channel yet?  
Join us every week & listen to stories that will 

reignite your imagination & inspire meaningful actions!
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